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AMOUNT AND DISTRIBUTION OF MICRO-DEFECTS IN SOLIDIFIED 2219 Al ALLOY INGOTS: 
A METALLOGRAPHIC INVESTIGATION

Micro-defects detection in solidified castings of aluminum alloy has always been a hot topic, and the method employed is 
mainly depends upon the size and shape of the specimens. In present paper, the amount and distribution characters of micro-defects 
in a series of 2219 aluminum alloy ingot, with diameters of φ1380 mm, φ1250 mm, φ1000 mm, φ850 mm and φ630 mm, prepared 
by direct chill casting were investigated by means of metallographic, respectively. Samples were cut along the radius direction 
from slices in the steady casting stage. The result reveals that typical micro-defects are consist of inclusions, porosity and shrinkage 
under optical microscope, and the total amount of micro-defect per unit area in an ingot slightly decreased with the increase of its 
diameter. Meanwhile, defects were classified into 2 types according to its size, the results suggesting that defects greater than 40 μm 
account for the largest proportion among the counted two kinds of defects. Moreover, the distribution of defects greater than 40 μm 
along the radial direction was detected, its amount increases as its distance from the side, indicating that the micro-defects greater 
than 40 μm distributed the most in the center zone of ingots and the larger the ingot diameter, the more obvious the tendency was.
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1. Introduction

2219 aluminum alloy has been widely used in a range 
of aerospase applications such as high temperature structural 
applications including space booster and fuel tanks for its ex-
cellent weldability, workability and mechanical properties at 
low and high temperature, high specific strength and fracture 
toughness and good stress corrosion resistance [1,2]. And one 
of its typical application is to manufacture ring component and 
skin that serviced in rockets [3]. As commonly recognized that 
representative processing procedures of a wrought aluminum 
alloy component including casting, homogenization, plastic 
deformation (extrusion, rolling, forging, etc.), solution and ag-
ing treatment. Obviously, casting is the first step of the whole 
process for the manufacturing of a component, more and more 
attention has been aroused on the quality control of castings in the 
past decades [4,5]. The micro-defects in a solidified aluminum 
alloy ingot is considered to be a important subject to evaluate the 
quality of an ingot, since its size, amount and distribution plays 
a key role in determining the workability and the microstructure 
evolution in the processing steps, especially for the plastic de-
formation behaviors, and the properties of final products [6,7]. 
As reported, the formation of micro-defect is mainly attributes 
to the evolution of residual gases and inclusions, meanwhile, the 

phase transformation during the solidification process may lead 
to another defect, known as shrinkage [6,8-10]. Thus, many ef-
forts have been devoted to lower the gas and inclusions content 
before casting as much as possible, mainly focused on furnace 
fluxing, on-line degassing and filtration. Also, many products 
were developed, such as Rotary flux injection (RFI) [11], Ro-
tary Gas injection (RGI) [12], Spinning Nozzle Inert Floatation 
(SNIF) [13], and Deep-Bed Filtration [14], accordingly.

On the other hand, assessing the quality of melt and castings 
has always been a hot topic, and have attracted many focuses. Up 
to now, many researches have been performed on the detection 
of inclusions and hydrogen in molten melt, and several devices 
have been developed, such as HYSCAN [15], LIMCA [16], 
PodFA [17], and Prefil Footprinter [18]. But these methods were 
employed to characterize the quality of the melt, e.g. type, size, 
amount of inclusions and concentration of hydrogen, and some 
of them are either expensive or time consuming. Meanwhile, 
several methods have also been proposed to evaluate the quality 
of solidified castings, among which one of the main aspects was 
the assessment of micro-defects. 

X-ray radiography is a kind of non-destructive technique, 
based on the different refractive properties of components in a giv-
en material system to X-rays, to assess casting quality, it can be 
used to distinguish inclusions, pores, internal cracks and shrinkage 
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[19,20]. X-ray radiography allows to detect the morphology and 
relative position of micro-defects in castings in the case of the X-
rays could transmit through the whole sample, thus, thick samples 
can be fully interrogated only with high-energy X-ray sources. 
So it is commonly employed to test small or thin samples. X-ray 
tomography is another use of X-rays, with which a 3D image of 
the testing samples can be obtained, and there’s no need to cut and 
polish the samples [21]. Thus, the morphology, size distribution, 
position, and volume fraction of inclusions within the sample 
can be accurately obtained from the 3D image. Similarly, X-ray 
tomography is applicable only to small size samples, owing to 
the transmitting properties of X-rays, and the cost is high. Up 
to now, it is more of a laboratory-based detection method [22]. 

Ultrasound is also being used to exam defects in solid cast-
ings, it allows to detect defects of voids, pores, cracks, and inclu-
sions [23,24]. With the sound pulse, generated by a transducer 
toward the sample surface, propagates in the sample, a reflected 
signal will be collected by the transducer again when the pulse 
encounters a defects. Depending on the portion of the reflected 
pulse, one can obtain the size and shape features of the detected 
defects over the entire sample area. Although this technique has 
no need to prepare samples, but the resolution of the detected 
defects was limited by the penetration depth of the pulse, so it 
only yield to small and thin samples [22].

Metallography is a traditional method to examine defects in 
solidified castings, the sample was cut, polished, and examined 
under an optical microscope. With a image analysis system, one 
can quantitative analyses the size, distribution and area fraction 
of defects, meanwhile, samples can also be analyzed chemically 
via energy-dispersive spectroscopy on the scanning electron 
microscope. Thus, the defects present in a casting could be 
fully understood by combination chemistry, concentration, size 
and distribution. However, this method also has its limitations, 
the preparation for samples seems time consuming and the ex-
amination results can not fully reflect the whole casting as only 
limited samples and a small area were analyzed. Nonetheless, it is 
a good choice for large-scale cylindrical ingot with symmetrical 
structure. Therefore, in present paper, the micro-defects analysis 
to a series ingot of 2219 aluminum alloy prepared by direct 
chill casting, which were used for the manufacturing of rings, 
were performed with metallographic method. Both amount and 
distribution characters along the radius direction were examined 
for the section in the steady casting stage.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Materials and samples preparation

In present paper, 2219 aluminum alloy containing 6.3 wt. 
pct. Cu and 0.3 wt. pct. Mn were selected for micro-defects 
analyze. The molten melt was purified by fluxing, degassing 
and filtering before casting. Thereby, a series of ingots, with 
diameters of φ1380 mm, φ1250 mm, φ1000 mm, φ850 mm and 
φ630 mm, were prepared by direct chill casting, respectively. In 

order to avoid the effects of fluctuation, in the beginning stage of 
casting, on the micro-defects of as-cast ingot, we investigate the 
solidified ingot in the steady casting state. Accordingly, cross-
sectional slices of the ingot with a total thickness of 30 mm were 
cut in transverse direction at 770 mm from the top of ingot, as 
Fig. 1(a) shows.

(a)            (b)

Fig. 1. Schematic of sampling positions: (a) analyzed slice positions 
along the length of the ingot; (b) sample positions along the radius 
direction of the 1250-mm diameter ingot

To investigate the distribution of micro-defects, specimens 
with the size of 10×10-mm2 were cut along the radius direction 
for about every fifty millimeters on the obtained slices. As an 
example, Fig. 1 (b) shows the sampling positions along the ra-
dius direction for 1250-mm diameter ingot. Thus, 14, 12, 10, 9 
and 6 samples were cut from 1380-mm, 1250-mm, 1000-mm, 
850-mm and 630-mm diameter ingot slices along the radius 
direction, respectively.

2.2. Analysis method

The microscopic observation was carried out on the ob-
tained samples, that cut from the slices after polished, using 
an optical microscope of Olympus DSX500 and a scanning 
electron microscope equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectrometer. After test, 16 single graphes, consist of 4 sets 
contiguous photos along the vertical direction and each set con-
tains 4 contiguous photos along the horizontal direction, were 
captured for each sample under the magnification of 200X to 
cover the center zone of specimen for about 25 mm2. Then the 
collected single graphs were mosaicked into one whole image 
with an image analysis system. Thirdly, threshold segmentation 
based on pixels grey-scale was carried out with the assistance 
of a program, and the pictures were separate into two parts, i. 
e. defect area and nondefect area. Thus, we counted the defects 
regardless of its type, then quantitative analysis and the distribu-
tion characteristics of micro-defects along the radius direction 
in solidified aluminum ingots could be gained. 
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology of typical defects

Fig. 2 shows the morphology of typical defects in a solidi-
fied ingot under optical microscope, as can be obviously seen 
from the figure that the micro-defects presented differently from 
matrix, based on which the identification and extraction of micro-
defects were performed later. Further research of morphology of 
typical defects in ingots were also performed with SEM, thus, 
the morphology of typical micro-defects under scanning electron 
microscope are clearly presented in Fig. 3. As can be seen from 
Fig. 3, apart from inclusions, pores are main defect that occurred 
in solidified castings, and pores predominantly caused by gas 
with a smoother boundary (Fig. 3(c)), while pores predominantly 

caused by shrinkage with a less smooth boundary (Fig. 3(b)). 
Thereby, typical morphology of various types of micro-defects, 
which consist of inclusions and porosity were investigated with 
OM and SEM/EDS for the studied 2219 aluminum alloy. 

Accordingly, shrinkage is observed under scanning elec-
tron microscope, around which the elemental distribution was 
analyzed with EDS, and the results are present in Fig. 4. As can 
be seen from Fig. 4, element of Oxygen (O), Copper (Cu) and 
Aluminum (Al) are distributed in the analyzed area, and the 
elemental compositions of the inclusions are O and Al. It can 
be gained that the inclusion cluster mainly consist of oxides. 

As presented above micro-defects are mainly consist of 
inclusions and porosity (usually classified as gaseous and shrink-
age). The micro-defects, in the form of inclusions and gaseous, 
are mainly owing to the evolution of remained inclusions and 
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Fig. 2. Morphology of typical micro-defects under optical microscope
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Fig. 3. Morphology of typical micro-defects under scanning electron microscope
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hydrogen in the melt before casting. As recognized, large size 
inclusions were removed after filtration treatment, however, the 
inclusions in small sizes collided and aggregated under the mo-
tions of melt in mould, and tend to gather into big one during the 
casting process, then the coarsened inclusions evolved into the 
solidified ingot is visible under optical microscope [25]. Thus, 
the increase of the inclusions content of the melt promotes the 
formation of inclusions in ingot. Meanwhile, the gases dissolved 
in the molten melt precipitates gradually as the temperature 
decreases, the released gases diffused and transferred to the 
residual liquid between the dendrite arms, causing the gas in the 
local area to be supersaturated to form bubbles [26]. However, 
under the circumstances of rapid solidification, the bubbles can 
not escape in time for the resistance of primary dendrites and 
dendrite arms, then the amount of gas bubbles escaping from the 
melt is limited, and the remaining bubbles tend to form gaseous. 
The formation of gaseous occurs in the liquid state or during the 
early stage of solidification, and the shape of porosity is spheri-
cal or ellipsoid [27]. Thus, the increase of the gas content of the 
melt promotes the formation of the porosity. 

In contrast to gaseous, the shrinkage tend to appear at the 
end of solidification range, and the shape is related to the remain-
ing space between the dendrites [28], and is very tortuous for the 
most time. Generally, the shrinkage of the solidified areas, as the 
temperature decreased, can be compensated by feeding melt in 
the mushy zone, but it is difficult for a wide range mushy zone 
as the restraint of the fluid flow in the mushy zone, the melt can 
not be sufficient down to the root of the dendrite, which leads 
to an insufficient feeding, and, to the formation of shrinkages. 

On the other hand, the remaining inclusions tend to increase 
viscosity of the melt and further hinders the flowability of the 
melt, which decrease the escaping speed of rising bubbles and 
feeding capacity of the melt, and accordingly promote gaseous 
and shrinkage. Thus, with the regard of defects caused by in-
clusions and gaseous, to remove inclusions and hydrogen from 
molten melt before casting is the only way to avoid these defects. 

Addtionally, the optimization of casting parameters is an effec-
tive way to control micro-defects of shrinkage, and a low depth 
molten hole is preferable to decrease shrinkage.

3.2. Area fraction of micro-defects 
and its distribution

As mentioned above, micro-defects were observed and cap-
tured with an optical microscope, and defects were classified into 
two types according to their diameter. Herein, defects diameter 
of 10~40 μm and greater than 40 μm were counted and analyzed 
in present study. It is necessary to note that we omitted defects 
that smaller than 10 um- diameter when analyze the defects, as 
scratches, stains, grain boundaries or phase components could 
be incorrectly classified as casting defects for its small size. 
Thereby, a typical microphotograph consist of 16 single images 
of 630-mm diameter ingot, which were took from the same 
specimen as introduced above, is present in Fig. 5(a). As can be 
seem from the figure that typical defects and its distribution are 
clearly presented, additionally, the image are similar to the results 
observed in other studied ingots. Meanwhile, the micro-defects 
in the matrix were highlighted by adjusting threshold value of 
the picture, as Fig. 5(b) shows. Thus, the micro-defects, black 
areas in Fig. 5(a) (i. e. the green areas in Fig. 5(b)), were counted 
and sorted into two kinds according to the defects diameter. The 
area fraction of micro-defects was defined and calculated with 
the following formula, 
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Where c is the area fraction of micro-defect, Atotal is the total ana-
lyzed area, Amd is the area of micro-defect in the analyzed area. 

Fig. 6 show the area fraction of micro-defects of  10~40-μm, 
>40-μm diameter in different samples that distributed along ra-
dius direction of 1380-mm, 1250-mm, 1000-mm, 850-mm and 
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Fig. 4. Element Map of region around a porosity defect using EDS on SEM
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630-mm diameter ingot, respectively, along with the total area 
fraction of the above two kinds of defects. Accordingly, several 
remarks could be deduced from the presented figures. 

Firstly, the total area fraction of micro-defect in an ingot 
slightly decreased with the increase of its diameter, it means 
that the defects content in 1380-mm-diameter ingot is less than 
that of other ingots, and the most in 630-mm-diameter ingot. 
Secondly, one also can observe that the defects of diameter 
greater than 40μm account for the largest proportion among the 
counted two kinds of defects for the studied 5 ingots. However, 
for the area fraction of defects of 10~40-μm diameter, there 
isn’t much difference along the radial direction for all the stud-
ied five ingots. But for the defects of sizes greater than 40 μm, 
significant difference along the radial direction was detected, its 
area fraction increases as its distance from the ingot side, that is 
to say micro-defects greater than 40 μm distributed the most in 
the center zone of ingots. Meanwhile, this phenomenon is more 
obvious in large ingot. Another feature could be deduced from the 
figure is a strong non-monotonic characteristic was presented on 
defects contents vs. distance from ingot centre along the whole 
radius, especially for 1380-mm, 1250-mm, 1000-mm and 850-
mm diameter ingot. 

As reported, the formation of micro-defects of inclusions 
and porosity are mainly owing to the evolution of remaining 
inclusions and hydrogen in the mould after purification treatment 
in the casting period. In a large size ingot, owing to the limited 
casting speed and large metallic solidifying interface, as well as 
the deep melt pool in the mould, the released hydrogen atoms 
and fine inclusions tend to accumulate in the center zone as the 
solidification interface moves. Thus, micro-defects compara-
tively tend to occur in the center zone instead of side section 
for large size ingots. While for the casting of small size ingot, 
owing to the large cooling strength, fast casting speed and a small 

radial temperature gradient, the polymerization of released gas 
and inclusions can only occur in a small range, then the micro-
defects in the radial direction and cross section of the solidified 
ingot distributed uniformly, as the micro-defects distribution 
characteristics presented in 630-mm diameter ingot. Besides, 
the amount of released gases was decreased with the increasing 
of casting speed, thus, the total area fraction of micro-defects 
in 630-mm diameter ingot is higher than that of other ingots. 

With the methods proposed in this work, one can clearly 
obtain the information of distribution and amount of micro-
defects in a solidified ingot, it will help to evaluate the quality 
of the ingot and to guide the following processings. However, 
the micro-defects of castings also include composition seg-
regation, course grains, etc., but those are hard to distinguish 
from the matrix under optical microscope, so the present work 
only focused on the micro-defects of inclusions, porosities and 
shrinkages. Further investigation could focus on the detection 
of micro-defects qualitatively. 

4. Conclusions

In present paper, the amount and distribution characters of 
micro-defects along the radius direction of 2219 aluminum alloy 
with diameters of φ1380 mm, φ1250 mm, φ1000 mm, φ850 mm 
and φ630 mm, which were prepared by direct chill casting, were 
investigated by means of metallographic. Based on the analysis 
results for samples in the steady casting stage, several remarks 
were deduced.
1) Typical micro-defects are consist of inclusions, porosity 

and shrinkage under optical microscope. And the total 
area fraction of defects of micro-defect in an ingot slightly 
decreased with the increase of its diameter.

(a)      (b) 
Fig. 5. Stitching diagram of acquisition and extraction for micro-defects of ingot, (a) micro-defect acquisition, (b) micro-defect extraction
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2) Defects size ranges of 10~40 μm and greater than 40 μm 
were analyzed, the results suggesting that defects of sizes 
greater than 40 μm account for the largest proportion among 
the counted two kinds of defects. 

3) The distribution of defects that greater than 40 μm along 
the radial direction was detected, its area fraction increases 
as its distance from the side, that is to say micro-defects 
greater than 40 μm distributed the most in the center zone 
of ingots. The larger the ingot diameter, the more obvious 
the tendency was.
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Fig. 6. Area fraction of micro-defects along radius direction of (a) 1380-mm, (b) 1250-mm, (c) 1000-mm, (d) 850-mm and (e) 630-mm diameter ingot
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